GARDEN CENTRE
PLANT TROLLEY & RETAIL CARTS
Innovative Plant Merchandising Equipment
This Internationally Acclaimed plant cart / trolley is robust, strong and
stable, yet surprisingly lightweight. Its innovative large wheel design
succeeds in making this ergonomic trolley a pleasure to use for both
customers and staff. It's large capacity trays also open the door to higher
average sales.
"A big step forward in plant trolley design"
Bill Brett - Industry leading plant retailing consultant

Moving easily over uneven terrain, the Woodham trolley is highly manoeuvrable, it's front wheel steering allows it to
turn easily on its own length. There's no rattle or clatter as the plastic trays are strong and silent. This cart has been
incrementally improved over 10 years but its basic design and concept remains has enjoyed praise and proven
successful around the world.

Key Features

Product specifications:

A deeper and heavier duty tray system has now been introduced.
The trolley is available with a negative brake system which is released
by squeezing a bar under the handle, preventing trolleys from rolling
down a slope while unattended. 1
Customised powder-coated colours are available.
The trolley is fully stackable, customised for orders of 12 units or more.
Has a heavy duty front fork and bearing system rated at 300kg. Also
available are heavy duty wheels (250mm) rated at 300kg, an alternative
to the standard light neoprene wheels(300mm) rated at 90 kg.

Frame: pre-galvanised 25mm steel tube
Length: 1120mm
Height: 1050mm
Width: 630mm
Weight: 15 kg (unloaded)
Capacity: 0.67m2 (GCT 1) and 0.75m2 (GCT2)
Wheels: 300mm neoprene.

Options & Accessories
Brake
Tall Tree Carrier 3
Kids Unicycle
Capsule Bar

Brakes
Negative cable brakes that operate on the rear wheels are available if required.
These brakes are permanently applied to prevent trolley roll and are released by
squeezing the brake handle bar.

Tall Tree Carrier
A retro-fitted tall tree carrier is now available making it easy to manoeuvre up to
3m trees through the checkout and front door. The carrier folds out of the way
when not in use.

Childs Unicycle & Infant Capsule Bar
Make your garden center a children and parent friendly retail environment.
Build family loyalty and reap the rewards happy well managed children and
parents able to focus on their shopping.
The Infant Capsule Bar is screwed to the inside of the top tray and allows the
family to clip and strap their own capsule onto the trolley / cart.
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